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A B S T R A C T

Background

Leg cramps are a common problem in pregnancy. Various interventions have been used to treat them, including drug, electrolyte and

vitamin therapies, and non-drug therapies.

Objectives

To assess the effectiveness and safety of different interventions for treating leg cramps in pregnancy.

Search methods

We searched the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s Register (31 March 2015) and reference lists of retrieved studies.

Selection criteria

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of any intervention (drug, electrolyte, vitamin or non-drug therapies) for treatment of leg cramps in

pregnancy compared with placebo, no treatment or other treatment. Quinine was excluded for its known adverse effects (teratogenicity).

Cluster-RCTS were considered for inclusion. Quasi-RCTs and cross-over studies were excluded.

Data collection and analysis

Two review authors independently assessed trials for inclusion and risk of bias, extracted data and checked them for accuracy.

Main results

We included six studies (390 women). Four trials compared oral magnesium with placebo/no treatment, two compared oral calcium

with no treatment, one compared oral vitamin B versus no treatment, and one compared oral calcium with oral vitamin C. Two of the

trials were well-conducted and reported, the other four had design limitations. The process of random allocation was sub-optimal in

three studies, and blinding was not attempted in two. Outcomes were reported in different ways, precluding the use of meta-analysis

and limiting the strength of our conclusions.

The ’no treatment’ group in one four-arm trial has been used as the comparison group for the composite outcome (intensity and

frequency of leg cramps) in magnesium, calcium, and vitamin B versus no treatment. This gives it disproportionate weight in the overall

analysis, thus interpretation of these results should be cautious.

Oral magnesium versus placebo/no treatment
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Magnesium (taken orally for two to four weeks) did not consistently reduce the frequency of leg cramps compared with placebo or no

treatment. Outcomes that showed differences were: frequency of leg cramps after treatment: never, and twice a week (risk ratio (RR)

5.66, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.35 to 23.68, one trial, 69 women, evidence graded low; RR 0.29, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.80, one trial,

69 women), and frequency of leg cramps: 50% reduction in number of leg cramps after treatment (RR 1.42, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.86,

one trial, 86 women, evidence graded low). The outcomes that showed no difference were: frequency of leg cramps during two weeks

of treatment (mean difference (MD) 1.80, 95% CI -1.32 to 4.92, one trial, 38 women, evidence graded low); frequency of leg cramps

after treatment: daily, every other day, and once a week (RR 1.20, 95% CI 0.45 to 3.21, one trial, 69 women; RR 0.44, 95% CI 0.12

to 1.57, one trial, 69 women; RR 1.54, 95% CI 0.62 to 3.87, one trial, 69 women).

Evidence about whether magnesium supplements reduced the intensity of pain was inconclusive, with two studies showing that it may

slightly reduce pain, while one showed no difference. There were no differences in the experience of side effects (including nausea,

flatulence, diarrhoea and intestinal air) between pregnant women receiving magnesium compared with placebo/no treatment.

Oral calcium versus no treatment

A greater proportion of women receiving calcium supplements experienced no leg cramps after treatment than those receiving no

treatment (frequency of leg cramps after treatment: never RR 8.59, 95% CI 1.19 to 62.07, one study, 43 women, evidence graded
very low). There was no difference between groups for a composite outcome (intensity and frequency) for partial improvement (RR

0.64, 95% CI 0.36 to 1.15, one trial, 42 women); however, the same trial showed a greater proportion of women experiencing no leg

cramps after treatment with calcium compared with no treatment (RR 5.50, 95% CI 1.38 to 21.86).

Other secondary outcomes, including side effects, were not reported.

Oral vitamin B versus no treatment

Frequency of leg cramps was not reported in the one included trial. According to a composite outcome (frequency and intensity),

more women receiving vitamin B fully recovered compared with those receiving no treatment (RR 7.50, 95% CI 1.95 to 28.81). Those

women receiving no treatment were more likely to experience a partial improvement in the intensity and frequency of leg cramps than

those taking vitamin B (RR 0.29, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.73, one trial, 42 women), or to see no change in their condition. However, these

results are based on one small study with design limitations.

Other secondary outcomes, including side effects, were not reported.

Oral calcium versus oral vitamin C

There was no difference in the frequency of leg cramps after treatment with calcium versus vitamin C (RR 1.33, 95% CI 0.53 to

3.38, one study, 60 women, evidence graded very low). Other outcomes, includingside effects, were not reported.

Authors’ conclusions

It is unclear from the evidence reviewed whether any of the interventions (oral magnesium, oral calcium, oral vitamin B or oral

vitamin C) provide an effective treatment for leg cramps. This is primarily due to outcomes being measured and reported in different,

incomparable ways, and design limitations compromising the quality of the evidence (the level of evidence was graded low or very low).

This was mainly due to poor study design and trials being too small to address the question satisfactorily.

Adverse outcomes were not reported, other than side effects for magnesium versus placebo/no treatment. It is therefore not possible to

assess the safety of these interventions.

The inconsistency in the measurement and reporting of outcomes, meant that data could not be pooled, meta-analyses could not be

carried out, and comparisons between studies are difficult.

The review only identified trials of oral interventions (magnesium, calcium, vitamin B or vitamin C) to treat leg cramps in pregnancy.

None of the trials considered non-drug therapies, for example, muscle stretching, massage, relaxation, heat therapy, and dorsiflexion of

the foot. This limits the completeness and applicability of the evidence.

Standardised measures for assessing the frequency, intensity and duration of leg cramps to be used in large well-conducted randomised

controlled trials are needed to answer this question. Trials of non-drug therapies are also needed.

P L A I N L A N G U A G E S U M M A R Y
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Interventions for leg cramps during pregnancy

Leg cramps are experienced as sudden, intense involuntary contractions of the leg muscles. They are a common problem in pregnancy,

especially in the third trimester. They are painful and can interfere with daily activities, disrupt sleep, and reduce quality of life. Various

interventions have been used during pregnancy to treat leg cramps, including drug, electrolyte (magnesium, calcium, sodium) and

vitamin therapies, and non-drug therapies such as muscle stretching. The goal of this review was to find out what is effective and safe

for treating leg cramps during pregnancy.

We included six randomised controlled studies, with a total of 390 women who were 14 to 36 weeks pregnant, comparing either

magnesium, calcium or vitamin B with placebo or no treatment, and comparing vitamin C with calcium. All treatments were given as

tablets to be chewed or swallowed.

Magnesium supplements did not consistently reduce how often women experienced leg cramps when compared with placebo or no

treatment. Studies measured this in different ways, sometimes showing that magnesium helped reduce the number of leg cramps

but sometimes showing that it made no difference. Likewise, evidence about whether magnesium reduced the intensity of pain was

inconclusive with one study showing a reduction while others showed no difference. There was no difference in the experience of side

effects, such as nausea and diarrhoea.

A greater proportion of women receiving calcium experienced no leg cramps after treatment compared to women who did not receive

any treatment, however another measure of improvement showed no difference between the groups.

More women who received vitamin B supplements fully recovered compared with those women receiving no treatment; however these

results were from a small sample within a study with design limitations.

The frequency of leg cramps was no different between women treated with calcium and those treated with vitamin C.

The level of evidence was graded low or very low. This was mainly due to the small sample size of studies and poor study design. Two

studies were well-conducted and reported. The other four had design limitations: women were not allocated to different treatment

groups in the best way in several studies, and in two studies women knew whether they were receiving treatment or not. Adverse effects

such as any effect of the treatment on pregnancy complications, labour and the baby were not reported. Several of the studies focused

mainly on serum calcium and magnesium levels. The frequency and intensity of cramps and the duration of pain were not reported in

a consistent way and often information was lacking on how they were measured, either during treatment, at the end of treatment or

after treatment had stopped.

It is not clear from the evidence reviewed whether any of the oral interventions (magnesium, calcium, vitamin B or vitamin C) provide

an effective and safe treatment for leg cramps in pregnancy. Supplements may have different effects depending on women’s usual intake

of these substances. No trials considered therapies such as muscle stretching, massage, relaxation or heat therapy.
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S U M M A R Y O F F I N D I N G S F O R T H E M A I N C O M P A R I S O N [Explanation]

Oral magnesium compared with placebo/ no treatment for treating leg cramps in pregnancy

Patient or population: t reat ing leg cramps in pregnancy

Settings: outpat ient clinics in Norway, Sweden and Thailand

Intervention: oral magnesium

Comparison: placebo/ no treatment

Outcomes Illustrative comparative risks* (95% CI) Relative effect

(95% CI)

No of participants

(studies)

Quality of the evidence

(GRADE)

Comments

Assumed risk Corresponding risk

placebo/ no treatment oral magnesium

Frequency of

leg cramps during treat-

ment

The mean f requency

of leg cramps during

treatment in the control

group was 0

The mean f requency of

leg cramps during treat-

ment in the intervent ion

group was 1.8 higher (1.

32 lower to 4.92 higher)

- 38

(1 RCT)

⊕⊕©©

LOW 1

Frequency of

leg cramps af ter treat-

ment: never

Study populat ion RR 5.66

(1.35 to 23.68)

69

(1 RCT)

⊕⊕©©

LOW 2,3

57 per 1000 323 per 1000

(77 to 1000)

Moderate

57 per 1000 323 per 1000

(77 to 1000)

Frequency: 50% reduc-

t ion in number of leg

cramps

Study populat ion RR 1.42

(1.09 to 1.86)

86

(1 RCT)

⊕⊕©©

LOW 4,5

605 per 1000 859 per 1000

(659 to 1000)
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Moderate

605 per 1000 859 per 1000

(659 to 1000)

Intensity of pain during

treatment: mean total

scale points

The mean intensity of

pain during treatment:

mean total scale points

in the control group was

0

The mean intensity

of pain during treat-

ment: mean total scale

points in the interven-

t ion group was 1.8

higher (3.1 lower to 6.7

higher)

- 38

(1 RCT)

⊕⊕©©

LOW 1

Intensity of pain: 50%

reduct ion in pain score

Study populat ion RR 1.43

(0.99 to 2.06)

86

(1 RCT)

⊕©©©

VERY LOW 1,4

488 per 1000 698 per 1000

(483 to 1000)

Moderate

488 per 1000 698 per 1000

(484 to 1000)

Intensity of pain: visual

analogue scale

The mean intensity of

pain: visual analogue

scale in the control

group was 0

The mean intensity of

pain: visual analogue

scale in the intervent ion

group was 17.5 lower

(34.68 lower to 0.32

lower)

- 69

(1 RCT)

⊕⊕©©

LOW 2,5

* The basis for the assumed risk (e.g. the median control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95% conf idence interval) is

based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervent ion (and its 95% CI).

CI: Conf idence interval; RR: risk rat io

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence

High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect.

M oderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and may change the est imate.

Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and is likely to change the est imate.
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Very low quality: We are very uncertain about the est imate.

1Wide CI crossing the line of no ef fect and small sample size.
2Design lim itat ions.
3Few events and small sample size.
4Outcome is assessed using an arbitrary cut-of f .
5Small sample size.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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B A C K G R O U N D

Description of the condition

Leg cramps in pregnancy are a common problem characterised by

sudden, intense, painful, and involuntary contractions of the leg

muscles in pregnant women not experiencing any leg cramps sec-

ondary to another other disease (e.g. amyotrophic lateral sclero-

sis, hypothyroidism, restless legs syndrome), receiving medication

(e.g. diuretics), or undergoing haemodialysis (Allen 2012; Miller

2005; Young 2009). They are different from restless legs syndrome,

an involuntary movement in legs without muscle contractions or

pain (Allen 2003; Allen 2012), although both conditions can oc-

cur in pregnant women (Hensley 2009). Up to 30% to 50% of

pregnant women suffer from leg cramps, especially in the third

trimester. Almost two-thirds of these women experience leg cramps

twice per week and they can occur at any time, particularly at night

(Sohrabvand 2009). Unfortunately, the aetiology and the precise

mechanism of leg cramps in pregnancy is still unclear. It is possi-

ble that they are associated with metabolic disorders in pregnancy,

inactivity or excessive exercise, electrolyte imbalances (e.g. mag-

nesium, calcium, and sodium) and vitamin (E and D) deficiency

(Miller 2005; Page 1953; Parisi 2003; Young 2009). One possi-

ble pathophysiological explanation is that leg cramps are caused

by lower motor neurons with hyperactive, high-frequency, invol-

untary nerve spontaneous discharge (Allen 2012; Miller 2005;

Minetto 2013). To date, there is no guideline to clarify the di-

agnostic criteria of leg cramps in pregnancy, but clinical history,

physical examination and laboratory tests are useful (McGee 1990;

Miller 2005; Shaker 2005). In most cases, leg cramps only last for

seconds, but in severe cases, leg cramps in pregnancy will last for

minutes with severe pain, which can affect daily activities, limit

exercise and performance, cause sleep disturbance and reduce the

quality of life (Allen 2012; Hertz 1992; Soares 2006). Leg cramps

have been included in sleep-related movement disorders (Merlino

2012). For pregnant women, leg cramps overnight can cause sleep

disorders such as sleep loss and insomnia, which may affect the

outcome of labour including the length of labour and mode of de-

livery (Hensley 2009; Hertz 1992; Lee 2004; Mindell 2000). One

prospective, observational study including 131 pregnant women,

found that pregnant women sleeping less than six hours per night

and those with a severe sleep problem were, respectively, 4.5 times

and 5.2 times more likely to undergo a caesarean delivery (Lee

2004). Leg cramps in pregnancy may also be related to depres-

sion which can increase placental corticotropin-releasing factor

and initiate uterine contractions and cervical ripening, and might

eventually cause labour difficulty, fetus hypoxia and increased risks

of neonatal asphyxia and postpartum haemorrhage (Dayan 2002;

Hickey 1995; Marcus 2003; Rondo 2003).

Description of the intervention

A number of interventions are available for leg cramps in preg-

nancy. The most commonly used can be divided into two cate-

gories: drug/electrolyte/vitamin therapies and non-drug therapies.

Historically, quinine and its derivatives were the effective main-

stay therapy for idiopathic muscle cramps, including leg cramps in

pregnancy (Katzberg 2010). Quinine is effective in reducing the

number and intensity of cramps (El-Tawil 2010; Man-Son-Hing

1998). Unfortunately, quinine is associated with many severe side

effects, such as visual toxicity, auditory toxicity (e.g. hearing loss),

cardiotoxicity, fetal teratogenicity (e.g. central nervous system,

limb, facial and cardiac defects, optic nerve hypoplasia and deaf-

ness), gastrointestinal symptoms, and renal impairment (Langford

2003; Nishimura 1976; Pedersen 1985). Because of these serious

adverse effects, multiple drug regulatory agencies have banned the

use of quinine for muscle cramps (ADRAC 2002; FDA 2006;

Medsafe 2007). Other commonly used drug/electrolyte/vitamin

therapies include magnesium, calcium, sodium, vitamins (vita-

min E, vitamin D) supplement and pycnogenol (Garrison 2012;

Hammar 1987; Kohama 2006; Miller 2005; Nygaard 2008; Page

1953). In addition, one study also found anticonvulsants such as

gabapentin were helpful for leg cramps (Serrao 2000). A lot of re-

search has been done with these drug therapies, however, there are

still no consistent conclusions for treating leg cramps in pregnancy.

Non-drug therapies commonly used in treating acute cramps and

preventing cramps include muscle stretching, massage, relaxation,

heat therapy and dorsiflexion of the foot (Blyton 2012; Kanaan

2001; Miller 2005). Muscle stretching is a simple intervention

and is suggested as the first line treatment in some studies (McGee

1990; Miller 2005). However, the effectiveness and safety of all

therapies are not known.

How the intervention might work

Different interventions work in different ways. Quinine increases

the refractory period of muscle and reduces the excitability of the

motor end plate, thereby reducing its response to repetitive stim-

ulation, nerve stimulation and acetylcholine, resulting in suppres-

sion of muscle cramps (El-Tawil 2010; Goodman 2001; Harvey

1939). Magnesium deficiency increases neuronal excitability and

enhances neuromuscular transmission with muscle cramps as it

has a curariform action on the neuromuscular junction and is as-

sociated with the release of acetylcholine from motor nerve ter-

minals. (Wacker 1968). Hence, magnesium supplementation may

suppress excitable tissue and suppress muscle cramps (Frusso 1999;

Garrison 2012). However, the mechanism of many other inter-

ventions for leg cramps in pregnancy is unclear.

Why it is important to do this review
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Leg cramps in pregnancy are a common problem, with the po-

tential for adverse effects on the mother and baby. Other than

quinine, which is not recommended in pregnancy, the effective-

ness and safety of interventions for this problem have not been

addressed (Allen 2012; El-Tawil 2010; Hensley 2009; Lee 2004).

Five Cochrane reviews have investigated muscle cramps (includ-

ing one previous review by Young 2002, which looked at inter-

ventions for leg cramps in pregnancy - the topic of our review).

One review of non-drug therapies for lower limb muscle cramps

did not focus on pregnant women (Blyton 2012). The Garrison

2012 review looked at magnesium for muscle cramps and carried

out subgroup analysis on pregnant women but only compared

placebo with no treatment. Another review assessed all interven-

tions for muscle cramps in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, but preg-

nancy-associated leg cramps were excluded (Baldinger 2012). In

contrast, the Cochrane review by Young 2002 looked at interven-

tions for leg cramps in pregnancy but there have since been new

studies published in this area. Consequently, we prepared a pro-

tocol (Zhou 2013) for a new review team to prepare an updated

Cochrane review on this topic.

A Cochrane review by El-Tawil 2010 focused on quinine and

found it could significantly reduce the number and intensity of

cramps in the general population, but was associated with signifi-

cant gastrointestinal symptoms, haematological and cardiac toxi-

city events and fatal adverse effects. Quinine isexcluded from our

review because of its known adverse effects. Magnesium and non-

drug therapies are included in our review as we want to find the

most effective intervention. In addition, other common therapies

(e.g. calcium, sodium, various vitamins) still need to be evaluated.

O B J E C T I V E S

To assess the effectiveness and safety of different interventions for

treating leg cramps in pregnancy.

M E T H O D S

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

We included randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of any inter-

vention (except for quinine see Background) for treatment of leg

cramps in pregnancy. Studies for prevention of leg cramps in preg-

nancy were excluded. Cluster-randomised studies were considered

as mentioned in the Unit of analysis issues. Quasi-RCTs were ex-

cluded due to obvious selection bias. Cross-over studies were also

excluded.

Types of participants

Pregnant women who were experiencing leg cramps in pregnancy.

However, pregnant women with leg cramps secondary to another

disease (e.g. amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, hypothyroidism), re-

ceiving medication (e.g. diuretics), undergoing haemodialysis and

pregnant women with restless legs syndrome were excluded.

Types of interventions

We included all therapeutic interventions for leg cramps in preg-

nancy, including:

1. drug/electrolyte/vitamin therapies, for example, calcium

salts, magnesium salts, sodium salts, vitamins (vitamin D,

vitamin E), and mineral supplements compared with placebo, no

treatment or other treatment. We planned to exclude any trials of

quinine, for its known adverse effects (teratogenicity);

2. non-drug therapies, for example, muscle stretching,

massage, relaxation, heat therapy, dorsiflexion of the foot

compared with placebo, no treatment or other treatment.

Types of outcome measures

Primary outcomes

Frequency of leg cramps. For example, measured as the number

of leg cramps per week.

Secondary outcomes

1. Intensity of leg cramps. For example, level of pain intensity

measured by validated instruments.

2. Duration of leg cramps. For example, measured by seconds

per leg cramp.

3. Composite outcome: symptoms of leg cramps, including

two or more of: frequency, pain intensity or duration of leg

cramps (not prespecified).

4. Adverse outcomes:

i) maternal side effects (e.g. nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea,

constipation);

ii) labour outcome (e.g. mode of birth);

iii) pregnancy complications (e.g. hypertension, pre-

eclampsia, antepartum haemorrhage);

iv) pregnant outcomes: fetal death, including

spontaneous abortion (before 20 weeks’ gestation), preterm

labour and stillbirth;

v) neonatal outcomes: neonatal asphyxia, neonatal death:

a baby death within 28 days of live birth;

vi) congenital abnormalities (e.g. biochemical defects,

genetic and chromosomal abnormalities).

5. Health-related quality of life, as measured by validated

instruments.
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Search methods for identification of studies

The following methods section of this review is based on a standard

template used by the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group.

Electronic searches

We searched the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s

Trials Register by contacting the Trials Search Co-ordinator (31

March 2015).

The Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s Trials Register

is maintained by the Trials Search Co-ordinator and contains trials

identified from:

1. monthly searches of the Cochrane Central Register of

Controlled Trials (CENTRAL);

2. weekly searches of MEDLINE (Ovid);

3. weekly searches of Embase (Ovid);

4. monthly searches of CINAHL (EBSCO);

5. handsearches of 30 journals and the proceedings of major

conferences;

6. weekly current awareness alerts for a further 44 journals

plus monthly BioMed Central email alerts.

Details of the search strategies for CENTRAL, MEDLINE, Em-

base and CINAHL, the list of handsearched journals and confer-

ence proceedings, and the list of journals reviewed via the current

awareness service can be found in the ‘Specialized Register’ section

within the editorial information about the Cochrane Pregnancy

and Childbirth Group.

Trials identified through the searching activities described above

are each assigned to a review topic (or topics). The Trials Search

Co-ordinator searches the register for each review using the topic

list rather than keywords.

Searching other resources

We searched the reference lists of retrieved studies.

We did not apply any language or date restrictions.

Data collection and analysis

The following methods section of this review is based on a standard

template used by the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group.

Selection of studies

Two review authors independently assessed for inclusion all the

potential studies identified as a result of the search strategy. We

resolved any disagreement through discussion or, if required, we

consulted the third review author.

Data extraction and management

We designed a form to extract data. For eligible studies, two re-

view authors extracted the data using the agreed form. We resolved

discrepancies through discussion or, if required, we consulted the

third review author. Data were entered into Review Manager soft-

ware (RevMan 2014) and checked for accuracy.

When information regarding any of the above was unclear, we

planned to contact authors of the original reports to provide fur-

ther details.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

Two review authors independently assessed risk of bias for each

study using the criteria outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Sys-
tematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2011). Any disagreement

was resolved by discussion or by involving a third assessor.

(1) Random sequence generation (checking for possible

selection bias)

We described for each included study the method used to generate

the allocation sequence in sufficient detail to allow an assessment

of whether it should produce comparable groups.

We assessed the method as:

1. low risk of bias (any truly random process, e.g. random

number table; computer random number generator);

2. high risk of bias (any non-random process, e.g. odd or even

date of birth; hospital or clinic record number);

3. unclear risk of bias.

(2) Allocation concealment (checking for possible selection

bias)

We described for each included study the method used to con-

ceal allocation to interventions prior to assignment and assessed

whether intervention allocation could have been foreseen in ad-

vance of, or during recruitment, or changed after assignment.

We assessed the methods as:

• low risk of bias (e.g. telephone or central randomisation;

consecutively numbered sealed opaque envelopes);

• high risk of bias (open random allocation; unsealed or non-

opaque envelopes, alternation; date of birth);

• unclear risk of bias.

(3.1) Blinding of participants and personnel (checking for

possible performance bias)

We described for each included study the methods used, if any, to

blind study participants and personnel from knowledge of which

intervention a participant received. We considered that studies

were at low risk of bias if they were blinded, or if we judged that

the lack of blinding unlikely to affect results. We assessed blinding

separately for different outcomes or classes of outcomes.
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We assessed the methods as:

1. low, high or unclear risk of bias for participants;

2. low, high or unclear risk of bias for personnel.

(3.2) Blinding of outcome assessment (checking for possible

detection bias)

We described for each included study the methods used, if any, to

blind outcome assessors from knowledge of which intervention a

participant received. We assessed blinding separately for different

outcomes or classes of outcomes.

We assessed methods used to blind outcome assessment as:

1. low, high or unclear risk of bias.

(4) Incomplete outcome data (checking for possible attrition

bias due to the amount, nature and handling of incomplete

outcome data)

We described for each included study, and for each outcome or

class of outcomes, the completeness of data including attrition and

exclusions from the analysis. We stated whether attrition and ex-

clusions were reported and the numbers included in the analysis at

each stage (compared with the total randomised participants), rea-

sons for attrition or exclusion where reported, and whether miss-

ing data were balanced across groups or were related to outcomes.

Where sufficient information was reported, or could be supplied

by the trial authors, we planned to re-include missing data in the

analyses which we undertook.

We assessed methods as:

1. low risk of bias (e.g. no missing outcome data; missing

outcome data balanced across groups);

2. high risk of bias (e.g. numbers or reasons for missing data

imbalanced across groups; ‘as treated’ analysis done with

substantial departure of intervention received from that assigned

at randomisation);

3. unclear risk of bias.

(5) Selective reporting (checking for reporting bias)

We described for each included study how we investigated the

possibility of selective outcome reporting bias and what we found.

We assessed the methods as:

1. low risk of bias (where it is clear that all of the study’s pre-

specified outcomes and all expected outcomes of interest to the

review have been reported);

2. high risk of bias (where not all the study’s pre-specified

outcomes have been reported; one or more reported primary

outcomes were not pre-specified; outcomes of interest are

reported incompletely and so cannot be used; study fails to

include results of a key outcome that would have been expected

to have been reported);

3. unclear risk of bias.

(6) Other bias (checking for bias due to problems not

covered by (1) to (5) above)

We described for each included study any important concerns we

had about other possible sources of bias.

(7) Overall risk of bias

We made explicit judgements about whether studies were at high

risk of bias, according to the criteria given in the Handbook (

Higgins 2011). With reference to (1) to (6) above, we planned to

assess the likely magnitude and direction of the bias and whether

we considered it is likely to impact on the findings. In future

updates, we will explore the impact of the level of bias through

undertaking sensitivity analyses - see Sensitivity analysis.

Assessing the quality of the evidence using the

GRADE approach

We assessed the quality of the evidence using the GRADE ap-

proach (Schunemann 2009) in order to assess the quality of the

body of evidence relating to the following outcomes for the main

comparison (oral magnesium versus placebo/no treatment), and

the primary outcome for other comparisons (oral calcium versus

no treatment, oral vitamin B versus no treatment, and oral calcium

versus oral vitamin C).

1. Frequency of leg cramps, for example, measured as the

number of leg cramps per week.

2. Intensity of leg cramps, for example, pain intensity

measured by validated instruments.

3. Duration of leg cramps, for example, measured by seconds

per leg cramp.

4. Composite outcome: symptoms of leg cramps, including

two or more of: frequency, pain intensity or duration of leg

cramps (not prespecified).

5. Maternal side effects (e.g. nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea,

constipation).

We used GRADE profiler (GRADE 2014) to import data from

Review Manager 5.3 (RevMan 2014) in order to create ’Summary

of findings’ tables. A summary of the intervention effect and a

measure of quality for important outcomes was produced using

the GRADE approach. The GRADE approach uses five consid-

erations (study limitations, consistency of effect, imprecision, in-

directness and publication bias) to assess the quality of the body

of evidence for each outcome. The evidence can be downgraded

from ’high quality’ by one level for serious (or by two levels for very

serious) limitations, depending on assessments for risk of bias, in-

directness of evidence, serious inconsistency, imprecision of effect

estimates or potential publication bias.

Measures of treatment effect

Dichotomous data
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For dichotomous data, we presented results as summary risk ratio

with 95% confidence intervals.

Continuous data

We used the mean difference if outcomes were measured in the

same way between trials. We planned to use the standardised mean

difference to combine trials that measured the same outcome, but

used different methods.

Unit of analysis issues

Cluster-randomised trials

No cluster-randomised trials were identified for this review. Had

we found any cluster-randomised trials, we would have included

them along with the individually-randomised trials.Their sample

sizes or standard errors would have been adjusted using the meth-

ods described in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions (Higgins 2011) using an estimate of the intracluster

correlation co-efficient (ICC) derived from the trial (if possible),

from a similar trial or from a study of a similar population. If we

had used ICCs from other sources, we would have reported this

and conducted sensitivity analyses to investigate the effect of vari-

ation in the ICC. If we had identified both cluster-randomised

trials and individually-randomised trials, we planned to synthesise

the relevant information. We would have considered it reasonable

to combine the results from both if there was little heterogeneity

between the study designs and the interaction between the effect

of intervention and the choice of randomisation unit was consid-

ered to be unlikely.

Other unit of analysis issues

Multiple pregnancies studies

No trials focused on multiple pregnancies were identified for this

version of the review. Had we included studies involving women

with multiple pregnancies, we would have treated the infants as

independent and noted effects of estimates of confidence intervals

in the review.

Multi-arm studies

We included one multi-arm study (Sohrabvand 2006). We sought

statistical advice on how to present the results of this study. The

participants assigned to no treatment have been used as a com-

parison with magnesium, calcium and vitamin B, and appropriate

cautions have been added to the results text.

Dealing with missing data

For included studies, we noted levels of attrition. In future up-

dates, if more eligible studies are included, the impact of including

studies with high levels of missing data in the overall assessment

of treatment effect will be explored by using sensitivity analysis.

For all outcomes, analyses were carried out, as far as possible, on an

intention-to-treat basis i.e. we attempted to include all participants

randomised to each group in the analyses. The denominator for

each outcome in each trial was the number randomised minus any

participants whose outcomes were known to be missing.

Assessment of heterogeneity

We assessed statistical heterogeneity in each meta-analysis using

the Tau², I² and Chi² statistics. We regarded heterogeneity as sub-

stantial if an I² was greater than 30% and either a Tau² was greater

than zero, or there was a low P value (less than 0.10) in the Chi²

test for heterogeneity. Had we identified substantial heterogeneity

(above 30%), we planned to explore it by pre-specified subgroup

analysis.

Assessment of reporting biases

In future updates, if there are 10 or more studies in the meta-

analysis we will investigate reporting biases (such as publication

bias) using funnel plots. We will assess funnel plot asymmetry

visually. If asymmetry is suggested by a visual assessment, we will

perform exploratory analyses to investigate it.

Data synthesis

We carried out statistical analysis using the Review Manager soft-

ware (RevMan 2014) but we did not combine data in meta-anal-

ysis due to insufficient data. In future updates of this review, we

will use fixed-effect meta-analysis for combining data where it is

reasonable to assume that studies are estimating the same under-

lying treatment effect: i.e. where trials are examining the same

intervention, and the trials’ populations and methods are judged

sufficiently similar. If there is clinical heterogeneity sufficient to

expect that the underlying treatment effects differ between trials,

or if substantial statistical heterogeneity is detected, we will use

random-effects meta-analysis to produce an overall summary, if an

average treatment effect across trials is considered clinically mean-

ingful. The random-effects summary will be treated as the average

range of possible treatment effects and we will discuss the clinical

implications of treatment effects differing between trials. If the

average treatment effect is not clinically meaningful, we will not

combine trials.

If we use random-effects analyses, the results will be presented as

the average treatment effect with 95% confidence intervals, and

the estimates of T² and I².
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Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity

We did not combine data in meta-analysis due to insufficient data.

However, in future updates, if we identify substantial heterogene-

ity, we will investigate it using subgroup analyses and sensitivity

analyses. We will consider whether an overall summary is mean-

ingful, and if it is, use random-effects analysis to produce it.

We plan to undertake the following subgroup analyses by types of

interventions:

1. gestational age at the end of the treatment: (1) 28 weeks or

less; or (2) more than 28 weeks.

Subgroup analysis will be restricted to the primary outcome.

We will assess subgroup differences by interaction tests available

within RevMan (RevMan 2014). We will report the results of

subgroup analyses quoting the χ
2 statistic and P value, and the

interaction test I² value.

Sensitivity analysis

There were insufficient data in any one comparison to undertake

sensitivity analysis to assess the effect of missing data or trial quality.

In future updates of this review, if appropriate, we will carry out

sensitivity analysis to explore the effects of trial quality assessed by

allocation concealment and other ’Risk of bias’ components, by

omitting studies rated as inadequate for these components. We will

also use sensitivity analysis to explore the effects of fixed-effect or

random-effects analyses for outcomes with statistical heterogeneity

and the effects of any assumptions made. Sensitivity analysis will

be restricted to the primary outcome.

R E S U L T S

Description of studies

Results of the search

The search of the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s

Trials Register retrieved 17 reports of 16 studies. See: Figure 1. Six

studies (seven reports) were included in the review (Dahle 1995;

Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987; Nygaard 2008; Sohrabvand 2006;

Supakatisant 2012), nine studies were excluded (Griffith 1998;

Kohama 2006; Mauss 1970; Mukherjee 1997; Odendaal 1974;

Robinson 1947; Rougin 2012; Shahraki 2006; Thauvin 1992),

and one study is ongoing (Mansouri 2013 - see Characteristics of

ongoing studies).
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Figure 1. Study flow diagram.
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Included studies

Six studies (involving 390 women) were included in the review.

See Characteristics of included studies.

Design

Five studies were two-arm randomised controlled trials. Three

of these trials compared magnesium with placebo (Dahle 1995;

Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant 2012), one compared calcium with

no treatment (Hammar 1981), and one compared calcium with

vitamin C (Hammar 1987). One study was a four-arm ran-

domised controlled trial, in which women were allocated to re-

ceive calcium, magnesium, vitamin B or no treatment (Sohrabvand

2006). Two trials included an additional control group of preg-

nant women without leg cramps, who were not included in this

review (Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987).

Sample sizes

The total number of women recruited to the trials was 390. Stud-

ies had a sample size ranging from 42 (Hammar 1981) to 86

(Supakatisant 2012).

Setting

Studies were carried out in Sweden (Dahle 1995; Hammar 1981;

Hammar 1987), Norway (Nygaard 2008), Iran (Sohrabvand

2006), and Thailand (Supakatisant 2012). Recruitment and treat-

ment took place in outpatient clinics (Dahle 1995; Nygaard

2008; Supakatisant 2012) or was not described (Hammar 1981;

Hammar 1987; Sohrabvand 2006).

Participants

Pregnant women who were experiencing leg cramps were included

in all studies. The inclusion criteria specified that women had expe-

rienced leg cramps at least twice a week (Hammar 1981; Nygaard

2008; Supakatisant 2012), for at least two weeks (Hammar 1981;

Hammar 1987), and that they were painful (Nygaard 2008;

Supakatisant 2012). Dahle 1995 and Sohrabvand 2006 did not

specify the frequency, duration or intensity of leg cramps previ-

ously experienced by women eligible for the study. Women were

eligible to participate if their gestation was 22 to 36 weeks (Dahle

1995), 18 to 36 weeks (Nygaard 2008), and 14 to 34 weeks

(Supakatisant 2012).

Women were excluded from participation if they had already re-

ceived treatment for leg cramps (Dahle 1995; Supakatisant 2012),

and if they had concurrent medical conditions (Dahle 1995;

Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant 2012). The inclusion and exclusion

criteria were not described by Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987 and

Sohrabvand 2006.

Interventions

All therapies were given orally.

The dose of magnesium was three chewable tablets of magnesium

120 mg (5 mmol) per day, one tablet in the morning and two each

evening (primarily magnesium lactate and magnesium citrate) (

Dahle 1995; Nygaard 2008), two tablets of magnesium 183.2 mg

(7.5 mmol) per day (magnesium aspartate) (Sohrabvand 2006),

and three tablets of 100 mg magnesium bisglycinate chelate per

day (Supakatisant 2012). Treatment was for two weeks (Nygaard

2008; Sohrabvand 2006), three weeks (Dahle 1995), or four weeks

(Supakatisant 2012).

Oral calcium preparations used were calcium gluconate, calcium

lactate and calcium carbonate corresponding to a calcium dose of

1 g twice daily (Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987), and 500 mg cal-

cium carbonate tablets once daily (Sohrabvand 2006). Treatment

was for two weeks (Hammar 1981; Sohrabvand 2006), or three

weeks (Hammar 1987).

The dose of vitamin C was 1 g twice daily for three weeks (Hammar

1987), and vitamin B was 100 mg of thiamine (vitamin B1) plus

40 mg of pyridoxine (vitamin B6) once daily for two weeks (

Sohrabvand 2006).

Three studies used placebo tablets (Dahle 1995; Nygaard 2008;

Supakatisant 2012), and two studies used no treatment as a com-

parison (Hammar 1981; Sohrabvand 2006). Comparisons be-

tween different treatments were made in two studies (Hammar

1987; Sohrabvand 2006).

Outcomes

Most studies measured biochemical outcomes, such as serum cal-

cium and serum magnesium levels (Dahle 1995; Hammar 1981;

Hammar 1987; Nygaard 2008), which are not of relevance to

this review. Clinical outcomes were not reported in a consistent

way and often there was a lack of information on how they had

been measured. For example “frequency of leg cramps” (our pri-

mary outcome) was given as mean episodes during the treatment

period (Nygaard 2008), number of cramps per week after treat-

ment (Dahle 1995), 50% reduction in the number of leg cramps

(Supakatisant 2012), and whether leg cramps had ceased after

treatment. The outcome “intensity of leg cramps” (our second

outcome) was given as a mean intensity of pain score during the

treatment period (Nygaard 2008), 50% reduction in pain score

of leg cramps (Supakatisant 2012), and the specific intensity pain

score points (Dahle 1995). Only one study showed the outcome

about “duration of the leg cramps”, however, it was given as per-
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sisting leg cramps after night-time (Dahle 1995). The “compos-

ite outcome” was reported as whether the frequency and intensity

of leg cramps showed partial improvement or complete recovery

(Sohrabvand 2006). Maternal side effects of nausea and diarrhoea

were given (Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant 2012), however, other

adverse events were not reported.

Studies measured the frequency and intensity of leg cramps at

different time-points. Outcomes were assessed during treatment

(Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant 2012), at the end of the treatment

period (Dahle 1995; Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987), or in a time

period after treatment has ceased (for example Sohrabvand 2006).

The authors of Sohrabvand 2006 and Supakatisant 2012 were con-

tacted for additional information on the studies. A response was

received from Sohrabvand 2006, with details of trial methodology

and results not provided in the published report. At the time of

writing, no response has been received from Supakatisant 2012.

Excluded studies

Nine studies identified by the search strategy were excluded from

this review (see Characteristics of excluded studies). They were ex-

cluded because group allocation was not randomised (Mukherjee

1997; Robinson 1947; Shahraki 2006); a cross-over design was

used (Mauss 1970); some women received more than one course

of treatment, not necessarily the same treatment (Odendaal 1974);

the pregnant women did not have leg cramps (Griffith 1998;

Thauvin 1992), participants with leg cramps were combined with

pregnant women experiencing other types of pain such as lower

back pain and pelvic pain (Kohama 2006), or participants were

not pregnant women (Rougin 2012).

Ongoing studies

One ongoing study was identified (Mansouri 2013, see

Characteristics of ongoing studies). This is a three-arm randomised

controlled trial, comparing vitamin D versus calcium plus vita-

min D versus placebo for treating leg cramps in pregnant women.

We contacted the authors to ask if unpublished results could be

provided to contribute to this review. At the time of writing, no

response has been received.

Risk of bias in included studies

See Characteristics of included studies, ’Risk of bias’ graph (Figure

2) and Risk of bias’ summary (Figure 3).

Figure 2. ’Risk of bias’ graph: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item presented as

percentages across all included studies.
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Figure 3. ’Risk of bias’ summary: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item for each included

study.
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Allocation

In three studies, women were randomised using a random num-

ber table or randomisation programme to generate the sequence

(low risk of bias, Nygaard 2008; Sohrabvand 2006; Supakatisant

2012). The remaining three studies state that pregnant women

were randomly allocated, but give no description of the method

(unclear risk of bias, Dahle 1995; Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987).

Allocation concealment was achieved by using sequentially num-

bered drug containers of identical appearance in three studies (low

risk of bias, Dahle 1995; Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant 2012), and

numbered envelopes in one study (low risk of bias, Sohrabvand

2006). The code was not broken until women had completed

the investigation, which suggests that allocation was concealed in

Hammar 1987. The remaining study did not provide information

on allocation concealment (unclear risk of bias, Hammar 1981).

Blinding

Four studies are described as double-blind, with the code not being

broken until all women had completed the investigation (low risk

of bias, Dahle 1995; Hammar 1987; Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant

2012). In one study, the control group received no treatment,

so participants, personnel and outcome assessors were aware of

whether or not they were receiving the intervention (high risk of

bias, Hammar 1981). In another study, healthcare providers and

the statistician were blinded, but women may have been aware

of the group allocation as the timing and size of treatments was

different (unclear risk of bias, Sohrabvand 2006).

Incomplete outcome data

Four women who were recruited by Dahle 1995 were subsequently

excluded, the report does not state which group they had been

allocated to, and the analysis is not intention-to-treat. It is un-

clear whether this would bias the results (unclear risk of bias). All

women were accounted for in the other included studies (low risk

of bias), however some studies had missing data. Results are pre-

sented for 84% of women recruited in Nygaard 2008 and for 93%

of women in Supakatisant 2012. Both studies used intention-to-

treat analyses.

Selective reporting

All outcomes pre-specified in the study protocols were reported in

Nygaard 2008 and Supakatisant 2012 (low risk of bias). The other

studies were assessed from published reports without access to the

study protocol, so the level of reporting bias is unclear (Dahle

1995; Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987; Sohrabvand 2006).

Other potential sources of bias

One author declared a conflict of interest in Nygaard 2008, having

contributed to developing the magnesium tablet used and received

payment from the pharmaceutical company. Groups appear sim-

ilar at baseline, where this information was given (Dahle 1995;

Supakatisant 2012), however in most studies there was insufficient

information to assess whether any other potential sources of bias

existed (unclear risk of bias for all studies).

Effects of interventions

See: Summary of findings for the main comparison Oral

magnesium compared with placebo/no treatment for treating leg

cramps in pregnancy; Summary of findings 2 Oral calcium

compared with no treatment for treating leg cramps in pregnancy;

Summary of findings 3 Oral calcium compared with oral vitamin

C for leg cramps in pregnancy

Oral magnesium versus placebo/no treatment

Primary outcomes

See Summary of findings for the main comparison.

Three studies (193 women) comparing oral magnesium with

placebo or no treatment reported the frequency of leg cramps,

however they did so in different ways, which could not be pooled

in a meta-analysis. Some of these outcome measures showed re-

duced frequency of leg cramps in pregnant women receiving mag-

nesium supplements compared with placebo or no treatment, oth-

ers showed no differences between groups. Higher numbers of

women who had received magnesium experienced no leg cramps

after treatment than those in the placebo/no treatment group (fre-

quency of leg cramps after treatment: never, risk ratio (RR) 5.66,

95% confidence interval (CI) 1.35 to 23.68, one trial, 69 women,

evidence graded low, Analysis 1.3). Other measures that showed re-

duced frequency of leg cramps in pregnant women receiving mag-

nesium supplements were frequency of leg cramps after treatment:

twice a week (RR 0.29, 95% CI 0.11 to 0.80, one trial, 69 women,

Analysis 1.2) and frequency of leg cramps: 50% reduction in num-

ber of leg cramps (RR 1.42, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.86, one trial, 86

women, evidence graded low, Analysis 1.4). Outcomes that showed

no difference in the frequency of leg cramps between women who

had received magnesium and those who had not were frequency of

leg cramps during two weeks of treatment (mean difference (MD)

1.80, 95% CI -1.32 to 4.92, one trial, 38 women, evidence graded
low, Analysis 1.1); frequency of leg cramps after treatment: daily

(RR 1.20, 95% CI 0.45 to 3.21, one trial, 69 women, Analysis

1.2); frequency of leg cramps after treatment: every other day (RR
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0.44, 95% CI 0.12 to 1.57, one trial, 69 women, Analysis 1.2);

frequency of leg cramps after treatment: once a week (RR 1.54,

95% CI 0.62 to 3.87, one trial, 69 women, Analysis 1.2).

Secondary outcomes

The intensity of pain was also measured in a variety of ways, so

data could not be pooled for this outcome. Two measures for this

outcome may indicate that women receiving magnesium rate their

pain as less intense than those receiving placebo (Intensity of pain:

50% reduction in pain score RR 1.43, 95% CI 0.99 to 2.06, one

trial, 86 women, Analysis 1.6, evidence graded very low; Intensity of

pain: visual analogue scale, MD -17.50, 95% CI -34.68 to -0.32,

one trial, 69 women, evidence graded low, Analysis 1.7). However,

one measure failed to show differences in the intensity of pain

between those taking magnesium and placebo or no treatment

(Intensity of pain during treatment: mean total scale points MD

1.80, 95% CI -3.10 to 6.70, one trial, 38 women, Analysis 1.5,

evidence graded low).

The results for duration of leg cramps in one study of 69 women

suggest that women in the oral magnesium group may be less likely

to have symptoms that persist after night-time cramps (duration:

persisting symptoms after night-time cramps: always RR 0.23,

95% CI 0.05 to 0.98; sometimes RR 0.59, 95% CI 0.19 to 1.83,

Analysis 1.8).

One trial reported a composite outcome of intensity and fre-

quency of leg cramps (42 women, two arms of a four-arm trial,

Sohrabvand 2006). There was no difference in the levels of partial

improvement (decrease in intensity and frequency of leg cramps)

or complete recovery between groups receiving oral magnesium

and no treatment (partial improvement: RR 1.07, 95% CI 0.71 to

1.61; complete recovery: RR 3.00, 95% CI 0.68 to 13.20; Analysis

1.9). The ’no treatment’ group in this trial has been used in this

review as the comparison group in magnesium versus placebo/no

treatment, calcium versus no treatment, and vitamin B versus no

treatment, giving it disproportionate weight in the overall analysis,

and warranting cautious interpretation.

No differences were observed in the occurrence of side effects,

(including nausea, diarrhoea, flatulence and intestinal air) in the

results from two trials (131 women), although these results could

not be pooled due to the method of reporting (nausea: RR 1.83,

95% CI 0.75 to 4.51, one trial, 86 women; diarrhoea: RR 6.00,

95% CI 0.75 to 47.76, one trial, 86 women; any side effect (in-

cluding nausea and diarrhoea): RR 0.96, 95% CI 0.36 to 2.52,

one trial, 45 women, Analysis 1.10).

Other secondary outcomes (adverse outcomes including preg-

nancy complications, and health-related quality of life) were not

reported in the included studies.

Oral calcium versus no treatment

Primary outcomes

See Summary of findings 2.

The results of one study (43 women) contributed to this compari-

son, and showed that a greater proportion of women receiving oral

calcium supplements experienced no leg cramps after treatment

than those receiving no treatment (frequency of leg cramps after

treatment: never: RR 8.59, 95% CI 1.19 to 62.07, evidence graded
very low, Analysis 2.1). See ’Risk of bias’ table for Hammar 1981).

Secondary outcomes

There was no difference in the levels of partial improvement (de-

crease in the composite outcome of intensity and frequency of

leg cramps) between groups receiving oral calcium versus no treat-

ment (RR 0.64, 95% CI 0.36 to 1.15, one trial, 42 women, Anal-

ysis 2.2), however this same trial showed a greater proportion of

women experiencing no leg cramps after treatment with calcium

compared with no treatment (RR 5.50, 95% CI 1.38 to 21.86,

Analysis 2.2). These results are from a four-arm trial (Sohrabvand

2006). In this review, the ’no treatment’ group has been used as

the comparison group for oral magnesium versus placebo/no treat-

ment, oral calcium versus no treatment, and oral vitamin B ver-

sus no treatment, giving it disproportionate weight in the overall

analysis, thus interpretation of this result should be cautious.

Other secondary outcomes (intensity of leg cramps, duration of

leg cramps, adverse outcomes including side effects and preg-

nancy complications, and health-related quality of life) were not

reported in the included studies.

Oral vitamin B versus no treatment

Primary outcomes

The frequency of leg cramps was not reported in any included

studies for this comparison.

Secondary outcomes

One four-arm trial reported on the composite outcome (intensity

and frequency of leg cramps) for the comparison of oral vitamin

B with no treatment (42 women. 21 of these women were in the

’no treatment’ group, which has also been used in this review as the

comparison group in oral magnesium versus placebo/no treatment

and oral calcium versus no treatment giving these results undue

weight, and therefore caution is advised in their interpretation).

More women receiving oral vitamin B fully recovered compared

with those allocated to no treatment (RR 7.50, 95% CI 1.95 to

28.81). Those women receiving no treatment were more likely to

experience a partial improvement in the intensity and frequency

of leg cramps than those taking vitamin B supplements (RR 0.29,

95% CI 0.11 to 0.73, one trial, 42 women, Analysis 3.1), or to

see no change in their condition.
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Other secondary outcomes (intensity of leg cramps, duration of

leg cramps, adverse outcomes including side effects and preg-

nancy complications, and health-related quality of life) were not

reported in the included study.

Oral calcium versus oral vitamin C

Primary outcomes

See Summary of findings 3.

One trial of 60 women compared these interventions. There was

no difference in the outcome frequency of leg cramps after treat-

ment: never (RR 1.33, 95% CI 0.53 to 3.38, evidence graded very
low, Analysis 4.1).

Secondary outcomes

No secondary outcomes were reported in the included study (in-

tensity of leg cramps, duration of leg cramps, composite out-

come for symptoms of leg cramps, adverse outcomes includ-

ing side effects and pregnancy complications, and health-related

quality of life).
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A D D I T I O N A L S U M M A R Y O F F I N D I N G S [Explanation]

Oral calcium compared with no treatment for treating leg cramps in pregnancy

Patient or population: t reat ing leg cramps in pregnancy

Settings: outpat ient clinic in Sweden

Intervention: oral calcium

Comparison: no treatment

Outcomes Illustrative comparative risks* (95% CI) Relative effect

(95% CI)

No of participants

(studies)

Quality of the evidence

(GRADE)

Comments

Assumed risk Corresponding risk

no treatment oral calcium

Frequency of

leg cramps af ter treat-

ment: never

Study populat ion RR 8.59

(1.19 to 62.07)

43

(1 RCT)

⊕©©©

VERY LOW 1,2

48 per 1000 409 per 1000

(57 to 1000)

Moderate

48 per 1000 409 per 1000

(57 to 1000)

* The basis for the assumed risk (e.g. the median control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95% conf idence interval) is

based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervent ion (and its 95% CI).

CI: Conf idence interval; RR: risk rat io

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence

High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect.

M oderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and may change the est imate.

Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and is likely to change the est imate.

Very low quality: We are very uncertain about the est imate.

1Serious design lim itat ions.
2Few events and small sample size.2
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Oral calcium compared with oral vitamin C for leg cramps in pregnancy

Patient or population: leg cramps in pregnancy

Settings: outpat ient clinic in Sweden

Intervention: oral calcium

Comparison: oral vitamin C

Outcomes Illustrative comparative risks* (95% CI) Relative effect

(95% CI)

No of participants

(studies)

Quality of the evidence

(GRADE)

Comments

Assumed risk Corresponding risk

oral vitamin C oral calcium

Frequency of

leg cramps af ter treat-

ment: never

Study populat ion RR 1.33

(0.53 to 3.38)

60

(1 RCT)

⊕©©©

VERY LOW 1,2

200 per 1000 266 per 1000

(106 to 676)

Moderate

200 per 1000 266 per 1000

(106 to 676)

* The basis for the assumed risk (e.g. the median control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95% conf idence interval) is

based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervent ion (and its 95% CI).

CI: Conf idence interval; RR: risk rat io

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence

High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect.

M oderate quality: Further research is likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and may change the est imate.

Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our conf idence in the est imate of ef fect and is likely to change the est imate.

Very low quality: We are very uncertain about the est imate.

1Design lim itat ions.
2Wide CI crossing the line of no ef fect, few events and small sample size.
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D I S C U S S I O N

Summary of main results

We included six studies, with a total of 390 pregnant women (14

to 36 weeks) randomised. These trials contributed results to the

comparison of oral magnesium, oral calcium or oral vitamin B

with placebo or no treatment, and oral calcium with oral vitamin

C. The level of evidence was graded low or very low, see Summary

of findings for the main comparison; Summary of findings 2; and

Summary of findings 3. This was mainly due to the small sample

size of studies and poor study design. Outcomes were reported in

different ways, precluding the pooling of results and the use of

meta-analysis, and limiting the strength of our conclusions.

Oral magnesium was not consistently shown to reduce the fre-

quency and intensity of leg cramps compared with placebo or no

treatment. Some outcome measures showed reduced frequency of

leg cramps in women randomised to receive magnesium, while

others showed no differences between groups. There was no dif-

ference in the occurrence of side effects (including nausea, diahor-

rhoea, flatulence and intestinal air) between pregnant women re-

ceiving oral magnesium compared with placebo or no treatment.

Oral calcium supplements appeared to reduce leg cramps fre-

quency in pregnancy for some outcome measures, while the other

outcomes showed no difference. There was no consistent conclu-

sion about it. Side effects were not reported in studies of this in-

tervention.

Only one small sample and limited design study showed that oral

vitamin B supplements may reduce the frequency and intensity

(composite outcome) of leg cramps. However, frequency was not

reported individually, and there were no data on side effects.

There was no difference in the frequency of leg cramps after treat-

ment with oral calcium compared with oral vitamin C.

Overall completeness and applicability of
evidence

The review only considers trials of interventions to treat leg cramps

in pregnancy, not interventions to prevent leg cramps. This ev-

idence is therefore not applicable to the population of pregnant

women interested in avoiding this condition.

Supplements may have different effects depending on the baseline

intake of the compounds, and pre-existing deficiencies. In differ-

ent cultures, pregnant women consume different amounts of the

dietary vitamins and minerals considered as interventions in this

review, therefore treatment of leg cramps may vary depending on

individual and cultural variables.

Several of the trials included in this review focused primarily on

biochemical markers in the blood as indirect evidence of leg-cramp

symptoms (Dahle 1995; Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987; Nygaard

2008). This objective may explain some of the inadequacies in the

reporting of clinical data. The lack of reporting of adverse out-

comes, such as maternal side effects, labour outcome, pregnancy

complications, and neonatal outcomes, means that the safety of

the interventions cannot be assessed.

Trials were not consistent in when they assessed the effects of

treatment. Studies measured the frequency and intensity of leg

cramps during treatment (Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant 2012), at

the end of the treatment period (Dahle 1995; Hammar 1981;

Hammar 1987), or in a time period after treatment has ceased

(for example Sohrabvand 2006). Depending on how the treatment

acts, these may show different effects.

The small number of included studies (six), and small sample sizes

of those studies (42 to 86 women, 390 in total), mean that the

evidence is incomplete and not generalisable.

No trials considered non-drug therapies, for example, muscle

stretching, massage, relaxation, heat therapy, dorsiflexion of the

foot compared with placebo, no treatment or other treatment.

Quality of the evidence

This review includes two well-conducted and reported trials, with

no known design limitations (Nygaard 2008; Supakatisant 2012).

The other included studies had design limitations. The descrip-

tions of randomisation and allocation procedures were not optimal

in three studies (Dahle 1995; Hammar 1981; Hammar 1987). It

is unclear whether this is due to omissions in the reporting of the

studies, or limitations of study design. Correspondance with the

author of Sohrabvand 2006 revealed that, although the published

report did not give details, randomisation and allocation were well-

conducted. Two studies did not attempt to blind participants or

clinicians to group allocation (Hammar 1981; Sohrabvand 2006).

Women would have been aware of the intervention and this may

have affected their perception or reporting of pain and side effects.

The level of evidence for oral magnesium versus placebo/no treat-

ment was graded low (frequency of leg cramps during treatment,

frequency of leg cramps after treatment: never, frequency: 50%

reduction in number of leg cramps, intensity of pain during treat-

ment: mean total scale points, intensity of pain: visual analogue

scale) or very low (intensity of pain: 50% reduction in pain score)

(Summary of findings for the main comparison). For oral calcium

versus no treatment it was graded very low (frequency of leg cramps

after treatment: never) (Summary of findings 2). No primary out-

comes were reported for oral vitamin B versus no treatment, so a

’Summary of findings’ table was not created. For oral vitamin C

versus oral calcium, a grading of very low was made (frequency of

leg cramps after treatment: never) (Summary of findings 3). All

graded outcomes were downgraded for imprecision due to small

sample size, and some also for wide confidence intervals. Several

outcomes were downgraded for quality of evidence due to design

limitations in the studies. Outcomes reporting 50% reduction

were downgraded for indirectness, as they used an arbitrary cut-

off for frequency and intensity of leg cramps.
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The inconsistency in the measurement and reporting of frequency,

intensity, and duration of pain, and the experience of side effects,

meant that data could not be pooled, meta-analyses could not be

carried out for these outcomes, and comparisons between studies

are difficult.

Potential biases in the review process

One of the included studies was a four-arm trial, and the ’no treat-

ment’ group was used as the comparison group in oral magnesium

versus placebo/no treatment, oral calcium versus no treatment,

and oral vitamin B versus no treatment, giving it disproportionate

weight in the overall analysis. This has been highlighted in the

results, and appropriate caution has been applied in the interpre-

tation of these results.

The assessment of risk of bias involves subjective judgements.

This potential limitation is minimised by following the proce-

dures in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interven-
tions (Higgins 2011), with review authors independently assessing

studies and resolving any disagreement through discussion, and if

required involving a third assessor in the decision.

Several trial authors were contacted with requests for additional

data, in the hope that unpublished results might yield comparable

outcomes. Additional information on methodology and results

was received from Sohrabvand 2006. Mansouri 2013 replied that

they were seeking to publish the results of their trial, and were

unable to provide data at present. No response has yet been received

from Supakatisant 2012.

Agreements and disagreements with other
studies or reviews

This review disagrees with the previous version (Young 2002),

which concluded that magnesium may have benefits for leg cramps

in pregnancy, and calcium did not appear to have benefits, accord-

ing to the limited evience.The conclusions of this review may alter

in the future with evidence from more studies.

A U T H O R S ’ C O N C L U S I O N S

Implications for practice

The evidence is currently unclear and inconsistent. Evidence from

these studies was too limited in quantity and quality to provide

clinical direction for the use of oral magnesium, oral calcium, oral

vitamin B or oral vitamin C for treating leg cramps in pregnancy.

Adverse effects were also unclear in these studies, with side-effect

data only available for the comparison of oral magnesium with

placebo or no treatment. There was no evidence available to in-

clude in this review on other interventions, including non-drug

therapies such as muscle stretching, massage, relaxation, heat ther-

apy, or dorsiflexion.

It is difficult to provide accurate advice for pregnant women based

on the evidence presented in this review. Current guidelines and

other reviews often offer incomplete evidence, without comment

on the quality of the evidence. It is not possible at present to

identify, with confidence, safe and effective interventions for leg

cramps in pregnancy.

Implications for research

The development of a standardised set of core outcomes for

measuring the frequency, intensity and duration of leg cramps

are needed for this area to be investigated. Well-conducted ran-

domised controlled trials would then be able to evaluate interven-

tions for treating leg cramps in pregnancy.

The safety of interventions should be assessed, by including analy-

sis of adverse outcomes in the mother and baby in trial outcomes.

High-quality randomised controlled trials of non-drug therapies

would also be a valuable addition to the field.
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F S T U D I E S

Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]

Dahle 1995

Methods 2-arm randomised controlled trial.

Participants Inclusion criteria: pregnant women complaining of leg cramps during pregnancy, at 22-

36 weeks’ gestation

Exclusion criteria: with other pregnancy complications or intercurrent medical problems.

Previous treatment had been given for leg cramps in the current pregnancy

Setting: 2 prenatal care units in Sweden.

Interventions Experimental intervention: oral magnesium 5 mmol (primarily magnesium lactate, mag-

nesium citrate) chewable tablet. 1 tablet each morning, and 2 each evening, for 3 weeks

(34 women)

Comparison intervention: placebo (primarily sorbitol, fructose-dextrose) chewable

tablet, same treatment regimen as intervention (35 women)

Four women were randomised but did not complete the study and were excluded from

analyses. It is not clear to which group they belonged

Outcomes Leg cramps duration, frequency, diurnal variation, distress, and whether nocturnal

cramps persisted the following day. Whether the condition improved, deteriorated, or

remained unchanged and side effects. Serum calcium, serum magnesium, 24-hour urine

calcium, magnesium and creatinine

Notes

Risk of bias Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “patients were randomly allocated to either mag-

nesium or placebo.” However no description of

the method of randomisation

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “A magnesium-placebo tablet batch of 90 num-

bered bottles was prepared by AC0 Lakemedel

(Stockholm)...permitting blinded statistical anal-

ysis at the end of the study.” Sequentially num-

bered drug containers of identical appearance

Blinding of participants and personnel

(performance bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Study Design:.....in a prospective, double-blind,

randomized trial.” Blinding of participants and

key study personnel

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “...permitting blinded statistical analysis at the end

of the study.” No blinding of outcome assessment,

but the outcome measurement is not likely to be
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Dahle 1995 (Continued)

influenced by lack of blinding

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk 4 women were excluded. Reasons are given, e.g.

premature labour, but it is not clear which group

they were from. The analysis was not by intention-

to-treat

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Assessed only from published report, with insuffi-

cient information to permit judgement

Other bias Unclear risk Groups appear to be similar at baseline. Insuffi-

cient information to assess whether another im-

portant risk of bias exists

Hammar 1981

Methods 2-arm randomised controlled trial (with an additional control group of pregnant women

without cramps, not included in meta-analysis)

Participants Inclusion criteria: pregnant women who had leg cramps occurring at least twice a week

during the last fortnight

Exclusion criteria: not described.

Setting: Sweden. No further information.

Interventions Experimental intervention: oral calcium preparation with calcium gluconate, calcium

lactate and calcium carbonate corresponding to a calcium dose of 1 g twice daily for 2

weeks (21 women)

Comparison intervention: no treatment (21 women).

Outcomes Serum calcium concentrations. Frequency of cramps.

Notes

Risk of bias Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk Mentions “randomization”, but no infor-

mation on method.

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk Not described.

Blinding of participants and personnel

(performance bias)

All outcomes

High risk No blinding. The effect of this is likely to

vary by outcome. A standardised question-

naire was used to assess persistence of leg

cramps, which may have been influenced

by lack of blinding. Serum calcium levels

are unlikely to have been affected by lack
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Hammar 1981 (Continued)

of blinding, however these are not included

in the review

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

High risk No blinding.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk All women included in analyses (although

symptoms are described for 22 women in

treatment group, when only 21 were ran-

domised)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk The focus of the study is on serum cal-

cium concentrations. Assessed from pub-

lished report without access to protocol, so

reporting bias difficult to assess

Other bias Unclear risk Insufficient information to assess whether

another important risk of bias exists

Hammar 1987

Methods 2-arm randomised controlled trial, with 13 additional controls without leg cramps (not

included in analysis)

Participants Describe setting: Sweden.

Inclusion criteria: pregnant women who had experienced leg cramps for more than 2

weeks

Exclusion criteria: not described

Interventions Experimental intervention: oral calcium preparation containing calcium gluconate, cal-

cium lactate and calcium carbonate corresponding to a calcium dose of 1 g twice daily

for 3 weeks (30 women)

Comparison intervention: vitamin C 1 g twice daily for 3 weeks (30 women)

Outcomes Frequency of cramps, serum calcium, magnesium and albumin concentrations

Notes

Risk of bias Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk Study states that it was “randomised”, but

there is no description of the method

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Not specifically described, but the code was

not broken until all women had completed
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Hammar 1987 (Continued)

the investigation, which suggests that allo-

cation was concealed

Blinding of participants and personnel

(performance bias)

All outcomes

Low risk The study was double-blind, and the code

was not broken until all women had com-

pleted the investigation

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk The code was not broken until all women

had completed the investigation

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk All women appear to be accounted for in

the analysis.

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Assessed from published report, without

protocol. Focus is on biochemical out-

comes, but all prespecified outcomes ap-

pear to be reported

Other bias Unclear risk Insufficient information to assess whether

another important risk of bias exists

Nygaard 2008

Methods 2-arm randomised controlled trial.

Participants Setting: outpatients, Norway.

Inclusion criteria: healthy pregnant women between 18 and 36 weeks of pregnancy

suffering painful leg cramps, at least twice a week. Norwegian as first language

Exclusion criteria: women with restless legs symptoms. Women with pregnancy compli-

cations or other medical diseases. Twin pregnancy, oedema, pre-eclampsia, magnesium

supplements beyond the trial treatment

Interventions Experimental intervention: 120 mg (5 mmol) oral magnesium citrate, magnesium lactate

chewable tables. 1 tablet in the morning and 2 tablets in the evening, for 2 weeks. 23

women were randomised, 2 subsequently dropped out

Control: chewable placebo tablets. 1 tablet in the morning and 2 tablets in the evening,

for 2 weeks. 22 women were randomised, 5 dropped out

Outcomes Serum magnesium and calcium, urine magnesium and magnesium-creatinine,leg cramp

frequency and intensity. Side effects (nausea, flatulence, diarrhoea, intestinal air)

Notes Clinical Trials.gov ID NCT00525317.

Risk of bias Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
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Nygaard 2008 (Continued)

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “The randomisation program was provided by

Medstat Research AS.” No further information on

method of randomisation

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Sequentially numbered drug containers of identi-

cal appearance. Code was only broken after com-

pletion

Blinding of participants and personnel

(performance bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Double-blind. Code was only broken after com-

pletion.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Code was broken for statistical analyses.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk 7 women dropped out of the trial (2 treatment

group, 5 placebo), and an intention-to-treat anal-

ysis was carried out. The risk of bias is low for

clinical outcomes. Laboratory specimens were lost,

leaving results for 64% of women for some bio-

chemical outcomes, however these data are not in-

cluded in the review

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk The study protocol is available (Clinical Trials.gov

ID NCT00525317) and all of the study’s pre-spec-

ified (primary and secondary) outcomes that are

of interest in the review have been reported in the

pre-specified way

Other bias Unclear risk Conflict of interest declared: 1 author contributed

to developing the magnesium tablet used and re-

ceived payment from the pharmaceutical company

Sohrabvand 2006

Methods 4-arm randomised controlled trial.

Participants Describe setting: Iran.

Inclusion criteria: pregnant women. From 401 pregnant women, 217 (54.5%) had leg

cramps with different intensity and frequency and amongst them 84 who had an ac-

ceptable nutrition and no associated medical problem and agreed to enter the trial were

recruited and randomly assigned to the 4 groups

Exclusion criteria: not described.

Interventions Group 1: oral 500 mg calcium carbonate tablets (Tehran Chimie, Iran) once daily for 2

weeks. 21 women

Group 2: oral 7.5 mmol magnesium aspartate (Magnesiocard; Verla, Germany) twice

daily for 2 weeks. 21 women
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Sohrabvand 2006 (Continued)

Group 3: oral 100 mg of thiamine (vitamin B1) plus 40 mg of pyridoxine (vitamin B6)

(Tehran Chimie, Iran) once daily for 2 weeks. 21 women

Group 4: no treatment. 21 women.

Outcomes Assessed after 4 weeks. A decrease in the intensity and frequency of muscle cramps

was considered a relative improvement and a complete absence of muscle cramps was

considered an absolute improvement

Notes Helen West contacted the authors to check that participants had leg cramps at the point

of randomisation. They confirmed that they did, and provided additional information

on the methodology and results

Risk of bias Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk A random number table was used.

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk A series of envelopes numbered from 1 to 84 had

been prepared. Each patient was invited to pull out

an envelope and was placed by the clinic secretary

in 1 of the 4 groups

Blinding of participants and personnel

(performance bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk The drugs were given in similar boxes to the partic-

ipants, but since the timing and size of the tablets

was different complete blinding was not possi-

ble. The healthcare providers and statistician were

blinded

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk The healthcare providers and statistician were

blinded. Women self-reported on their symptoms,

and may have been aware of their group allocation

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Data appear to be presented for all women re-

cruited.

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk No information provided on whether outcomes

were prespecified

Other bias Unclear risk Insufficient information available to assess

whether another important risk of bias exists
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Supakatisant 2012

Methods 2-arm randomised controlled trial.

Participants Setting: antenatal care clinic at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Faculty

of Medicine, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

Inclusion criteria: pregnant women with leg cramps (defined as: sudden tonic or clonic

involuntary contraction of the gastrocnemius muscle associated with severe pain). 14-

34 weeks of gestation, having pregnancy-induced leg cramps at least twice a week

Exclusion criteria: other medical disease, concurrent obstetrics complication, other pre-

scriptions for leg cramps, history of magnesium allergy, pregnant women with multifetal

gestation, subsequently developed pregnancy induced hypertension and preterm labour

treated with tocolytic agent

Interventions Experimental intervention: oral magnesium bisglycinate chelate (100 mg magnesium),

1 tablet, 3 times a day with meals, for 4 weeks. 43 women randomised (data for 41)

Control: placebo, 1 tablet, 3 times a day with meals, for 4 weeks. 43 women randomised

(data for 39)

Outcomes 50% reduction of number of leg cramps, 50% reduction of pain score of leg cramps.

Side effects

Notes ISRCTN0389660.

HW contacted the authors on 23/3/15 to request additional data on frequency and

intensity of leg cramps after treatment, and side effects

Risk of bias Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk Random number table using a block-of-4 tech-

nique, generated by co-investigator who did not

have patient contact

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk Sequentially-numbered opaque plastic containers

of identical size, shape and colour tablets

Blinding of participants and personnel

(performance bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Both healthcare providers and women were

masked to treatment assignment

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Women self-reported outcomes. The treatment as-

signment was not revealed until data collection was

completed

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk 3 women left the study because of personal rea-

sons and other 3 women were lost to follow-up.

86 women were included in the intention-to-treat

analysis by a ‘worst-case’ scenario
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Supakatisant 2012 (Continued)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Assessed from study protocol and published re-

port, all prespecified outcomes reported

Other bias Unclear risk Baseline characteristics appear similar between

groups, although possibly placebo group had less

frequent but more severe leg cramps

Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]

Study Reason for exclusion

Griffith 1998 The method of randomisation was unclear. Not an intervention for leg cramps, the participants included pregnant

women without leg cramps

Kohama 2006 This is not a randomised controlled trial, and included women with other types of pain (including lower back

pain, hip joint pain and pelvic pain) in addition to leg cramps

Mauss 1970 Cross-over study, not a randomised controlled trial.

Mukherjee 1997 Quasi-randomised controlled trial (alternate allocation).

Odendaal 1974 Some women received more than 1 course of treatment, not necessarily the same treatment

Robinson 1947 Quasi-randomised controlled trial (alternate allocation).

Rougin 2012 The participants were not pregnant women.

Shahraki 2006 Quasi-randomised controlled trial (alternate allocation “The total number of samples was 120 persons, whose

divided into 3 groups and each group was included 40 persons which were divided randomizly and turn of

coming” p980)

Thauvin 1992 Not an intervention for leg cramps. The participants included pregnant women without leg cramps

Characteristics of ongoing studies [ordered by study ID]

Mansouri 2013

Trial name or title The effect of vitamin D and calcium plus vitamin D for leg cramps in pregnant women: a randomised

controlled trial

Methods 3-arm randomised controlled trial.
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Mansouri 2013 (Continued)

Participants Inclusion criteria: pregnant women, age 18-35, gestational age 25-30 weeks, having leg cramps at least twice

a week, literate

Exclusion criteria: known thyroid, cardio-vascular, diabetes or renal diseases; intake of calcium and vitamin

D supplements during pregnancy; allergy history to studied drugs

Interventions Experiemental intervention 1: vitamin D (1000 units) for 60 days

Experiemental intervention 2: calcium-vitamin D tablets (300 mg calcium carbonate plus 1000 units vitamin

D) for 60 days

Control: placebo tablet for 60 days.

Outcomes Number, duration and severity of leg cramps: before intervention, 4 and 8 weeks after intervention

Sleep quality: before and after intervention (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index)

delivery characteristics, anthropometric indicators: after delivery

Starting date April 2013.

Contact information amene mansouri66@yahoo.com Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, East Azerbaijan, Islamis Republic of

Iran

Notes IRCT20133040810324N12

HW contacted the authors on 3/4/15 to request results.
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D A T A A N D A N A L Y S E S

Comparison 1. Oral magnesium versus placebo/no treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Frequency of leg cramps during

treatment

1 38 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.80 [-1.32, 4.92]

2 Frequency of leg cramps after

treatment

1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

2.1 Daily 1 69 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.20 [0.45, 3.21]

2.2 Every other day 1 69 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.44 [0.12, 1.57]

2.3 Twice a week 1 69 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.29 [0.11, 0.80]

2.4 Once a week 1 69 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.54 [0.62, 3.87]

3 Frequency of leg cramps after

treatment: never

1 69 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 5.66 [1.35, 23.68]

4 Frequency: 50% reduction in

number of leg cramps

1 86 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.42 [1.09, 1.86]

5 Intensity of pain during

treatment: mean total scale

points

1 38 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.80 [-3.10, 6.70]

6 Intensity of pain: 50% reduction

in pain score

1 86 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.43 [0.99, 2.06]

7 Intensity of pain: visual analogue

scale

1 69 Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -17.50 [-34.68, -0.

32]

8 Duration: persisting symptoms

after night-time cramps

1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

8.1 Always 1 69 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.23 [0.05, 0.98]

8.2 Sometimes 1 69 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.59 [0.19, 1.83]

9 Composite outcome: symptoms

of leg cramps (intensity and

frequency)

1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

9.1 Partial improvement:

decrease in intensity and

frequency

1 42 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.07 [0.71, 1.61]

9.2 Complete recovery: no leg

cramps after treatment

1 42 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 3.0 [0.68, 13.20]

10 Side effects 2 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

10.1 Nausea 1 86 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.83 [0.75, 4.51]

10.2 Diarrhoea 1 86 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 6.0 [0.75, 47.76]

10.3 Any side effect (including

nausea, flatulence, diarrhoea

and intestinal air)

1 45 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.96 [0.36, 2.52]
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Comparison 2. Oral calcium versus no treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Frequency of leg cramps after

treatment: never

1 43 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 8.59 [1.19, 62.07]

2 Composite outcome: symptoms

of leg cramps (intensity and

frequency)

1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

2.1 Partial improvement:

decrease in intensity and

frequency

1 42 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.64 [0.36, 1.15]

2.2 Complete recovery: no leg

cramps after treatment

1 42 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 5.5 [1.38, 21.86]

Comparison 3. Oral vitamin B versus no treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Composite outcome: symptoms

of leg cramps (intensity and

frequency)

1 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only

1.1 Partial improvement:

decrease in intensity and

frequency

1 42 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.29 [0.11, 0.73]

1.2 Complete recovery: no leg

cramps after treatment

1 42 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 7.5 [1.95, 28.81]

Comparison 4. Oral calcium versus oral vitamin C

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Frequency of leg cramps after

treatment: never

1 60 Risk Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.33 [0.53, 3.38]
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D I F F E R E N C E S B E T W E E N P R O T O C O L A N D R E V I E W

The secondary outcome “Composite outcome: symptoms of leg cramps, including two or more of: frequency, pain intensity or duration

of leg cramps” was not prespecified, and has been added.

The outcomes were changed from specifying the measure to be used, to giving that measure as an example, so that other measures

could be accommodated in the review,

1. “Frequency of leg cramps. Measured as the number of leg cramps per week” was changed to “Frequency of leg cramps. For

example, measured as the number of leg cramps per week.”

2. “Intensity of leg cramps. Level of pain intensity measured by validated instruments” was changed to “Intensity of leg cramps. For

example, level of pain intensity measured by validated instruments”.

3. “Duration of leg cramps. For example measured by seconds per leg cramp” was changed to “Duration of leg cramps. For

example, measured by seconds per leg cramp”.

Comparison of treatments with “other treatment” in addition to no treatment and placebo has been added.

Clarification that studies of prevention of leg cramps in pregnancy have been excluded has been added to “Types of studies”, and the

word “treatment” has been added to the “Objectives”.

Methods for use of GRADE and producing ’Summary of findings’ tables have been added to the review.
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The ’Summary of findings’ table is restricted to 7 lines for each comparison. The outcomes in this review were measured in a variety

of ways. A selection from the prespecified outcomes therefore had to be made to fit this requirement. Frequency of leg cramps and

intensity of leg cramps are presented. Duration, composite symptoms, and side effects are not included.

Planned subgroups were not listed correctly in the protocol. They have therefore been removed, and a subgroup for future versions of

this review has been added.

Helen West has been added as an author since the protocol was published.

I N D E X T E R M S

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)

Administration, Oral; Ascorbic Acid [administration & dosage]; Calcium [administration & dosage]; Leg; Magnesium [administration

& dosage]; Muscle Cramp [∗therapy]; Pain Management [methods]; Pregnancy Complications [∗therapy]; Randomized Controlled

Trials as Topic; Vitamin B Complex [administration & dosage]; Vitamins [administration & dosage]

MeSH check words

Adult; Female; Humans; Pregnancy
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